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I. BACKGROUND
In 2014, NASA announced the reorganization of the planetary research and data analysis
programs to align them by subject area to Planetary Science Division strategic goals. A number
of disparate programs were merged into the Solar System Workings program, creating a
behemoth to which well over 300 proposals have been submitted each year. This has proved
unwieldy for managers, reviewers, and proposers alike. A survey (Appendix A) shows it is
supported by less than 10% of respondents.
In this grass roots effort, we propose SSW be broken up into five core programs and a separate
pilot program for geologic mapping. We propose a restructuring of mission data analysis
programs with some guidelines for future programs. We would maintain most of the other
existing programs.
An initial draft of this proposal was posted online (https://oort.psi.edu/public/rereorg) and an
online community survey (Appendix A) was conducted from October 1-7, advertised through the
Planetary Exploration Newsletter, AAS DPS Newsletter, and other community forums. This
proposal is informed by the 249 responses to the survey including a large number of comments.
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II. PRINCIPLES
This proposal is designed to be revenue neutral. It does not propose to reallocate existing
resources from one discipline to another. However, new programs (particularly focused data
analysis programs) are apt to attract a net increase in proposals. NASA should be prepared to
augment the overall planetary R&A programs to accommodate this, particularly since they have
been remiss in meeting the recommendation of the recent Planetary Decadal Survey regarding
funding these programs (Section E).
This proposal is meant to ensure that all subdisciplines and techniques have a programmatic
home or homes. This includes theoretical work, laboratory studies, field work, modeling, etc.
Comparative planetology is important and clear rules need to be provided in assigning program
coverage.
III. MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
Ours is a dynamic and interdisciplinary science. Areas of research supported within a given
program cannot be mandated by proposal pressure alone. Program management must be
knowledgeable of capabilities that must be maintained, baseline research, and the areas of
cutting-edge research that need to be supported. This is a difficult task for any individual, even
when one has experience as a funded researcher in the general subject matter of a program.
We recommend the restoration of Management Operation Working Groups (MOWGs) at least
for core programs. The MOWG would be comprised of scientists with expertise encompassing
the span of science covered by a program. Most of them may be scientists funded by the
program. The MOWG would be a resource for the program manager, providing insight into
things such as underrepresented areas of research; new areas of research; the importance of
certain skills, techniques and facilities to a program; desired modifications of the AO; and other
matters.
NASA should seriously consider reconstituting the Senior Scientist program, under which
experienced mid-career scientists from universities/research institutes were brought to
Headquarters for a few years to run one or more research and analysis programs aligned with
their expertise. Part of the administrative cost of this program was to provide these individuals
with funding sufficient to restore them to their prior situation upon their return to their previous
job.
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IV. NASA PLANETARY RESEARCH PROGRAMS 2020 PROPOSAL
A. New Core Programs
Solar System Workings is broken up into the following five programs:
(1) Inner Planets and General Planetology (IPGP)
Targets covered: Mercury, Venus, Earth
This program covers fundamental Mercury and Venus science including (but not limited to)
investigations of their surfaces, interiors, the evolution of their crusts, interiors, the physics and
chemistry of their interiors, their atmospheres (exospheres) and their chemistry and dynamics,
theoretical studies, laboratory work, modeling. It also includes mission and other data analysis.
Comparative planetology (Tier 1): Science comparing Mercury or Venus to any other object, in
addition science comparing Moon and Mars alone.
General planetology: Science that is not object- or object-class specific that seeks to improve the
understanding of geological and geophysical processes in the Solar System (e.g., atmospheric
dynamics, cratering in rocky targets)
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Data analysis: Ground-based and space-based observations of Mercury, Venus and Earth-as-aplanet.
Data analysis: Mariner, Pioneer, Magellan, MESSENGER, Akatsuki
Future data analysis: BepiColombo, Parker Solar Probe
Note: Planetary Geologic Mapping
The Survey indicated significant support for a new Planetary Geologic Mapping Program, which
would include “non-science” maps currently submitted to PDART. We recommend that such a
pilot program be established. In the event it does not command enough proposals to be
considered sustainable, it is recommended that all planetary geologic mapping be supported in
the Inner Planets and General Planetology program. This is at variance with the alternative
provided in the survey (to distribute mapping among the core R&A programs), however
considering the most popular option was to have a single stand-alone mapping program, the
better alternative would be to have all mapping done within this program (as part of its General
Planetology).
(2) Small Bodies Research and Analysis (SBRA)
Targets covered: Asteroids (including Vesta, Ceres), Comets, Interplanetary Dust, Meteors,
Centaurs, KBOs (excluding icy dwarf planets), Interplanetary Environment, Interstellar Objects
This program covers fundamental small body science including (but not limited to)
investigations of their surfaces, interiors, coma studies, space weathering, dynamical processes
and evolution, collisional mechanics, theoretical studies, laboratory work, relevant meteorite
studies, modeling. It also includes mission and other data analysis.
Comparative planetology (Tier 2): Science comparing small bodies with Phobos or Deimos, and
science comparing small bodies to OWRA targets (e.g., small irregular satellites of Jupiter and
Saturn).
Data analysis: Ground-based and space-based observations (e.g., IRAS-Spitzer, Chandra) of
small bodies.
Data analysis: Vega (Halley), other Halley missions, ICE (Comet G-Z), Galileo (dust, asteroids,
SL9), NEAR, Deep Space 1, Stardust/Stardust-NExT, Genesis, Ulysses, Cassini (dust), Pioneer
(dust), Rosetta, Deep Impact/DIXI, Hayabusa, NEOWISE
Future Data Analysis: Hayabusa 2, NEOCam, Dawn (after end of DAP), OSIRIS-REx (after end
of DAP), New Horizons (2014 MU69, after end of DAP), Psyche (after end of DAP), Lucy (after
end of DAP)
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Note: Ceres, a dwarf planet, is somewhat of an outlier here, but is included due to the large body
of existing research on Ceres in the context of other asteroids in the main belt.
(3) Outer Worlds Research and Analysis (OWRA)
Targets: Jupiter system, Saturn system, Uranus system, Neptune system, Pluto-Charon system,
Icy Dwarf Planets
This program supports fundamental Outer Worlds science including (but not limited to)
atmospheric dynamics and chemistry, ring dynamics, magnetophysics, plasma physics, icy
surface processes, interior evolution, theoretical studies, laboratory work, modeling, impact
processes on their surfaces. It also includes mission and other data analysis.
Comparative planetology (Tier 3): Comparing Outer Worlds to Mars or the Moon.
Data analysis: Ground-based and space-based observations of Outer Worlds targets.
Data analysis: Pioneer, Voyager, Ulysses, Galileo
Future data analysis: Europa Clipper, Cassini (after end of DAP), Huygens (after end of DAP),
New Horizons (Pluto-Charon system, after end of DAP), Dragonfly (after end of DAP)
Note: Icy dwarf planets, including Pluto-Charon, are geophysically close to Triton, Titan and the
larger (round) icy satellites of Jupiter and Saturn. They are not similar to asteroids and comets,
which the IAU recognizes by distinguishing them from “Small Solar System Objects” or SSSO
(the term they use for asteroids and comets). The use of “Worlds” instead of “Planets” is meant
to take the focus off the politics and keep it on the science.
(4) Lunar Research and Analysis Program (LRAP)
Target covered: Moon
This program covers fundamental lunar science including (but not limited to) investigations of its
surface, interior, the evolution of its crust, interior, the physics and chemistry of its interior, its
exospheres, the interaction of its surface with the solar wind, theoretical studies, laboratory work,
relevant meteorite studies, modeling, impact processes on its surface. It also includes mission
and other data analysis.
Comparative planetology (Tier 4): No comparative planetology supported.
Data analysis: Ground-based observations
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Data analysis: Luna, Pioneer, Ranger, Zond, Surveyor, Lunar Orbiter, Apollo, Hiten,
Clementine, Lunar Prospector, SMART, Kaguya, Chang’e, Chandrayaan, LRO, LCROSS,
GRAIL, LADEE
Future data analysis: KPLO, Chang’e
(5) Mars Fundamental Research Program (MFRP)
Note: There was strong survey desire (75%) not to merge MFRP and MDAP
Targets covered: Mars, Phobos, Deimos
This program covers Mars fundamental/basic research, including modeling, theoretical work,
laboratory studies, and terrestrial field studies that improve understanding of features and
processes on Mars and past and future in situ measurements on Mars.
Comparative planetology (Tier 4): No comparative planetology supported.
Data analysis: Covered by MDAP, including ground-based and space-based observations of
Mars.
Note: In future AOs, what laboratory work that is covered by MFRP and what is covered by
MDAP must be more clearly distinguished than in the past.
B. Comparative Planetology Summary
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C. New Data Analysis Programs

There is strong survey support for creating new DAPs of limited duration for recent and current
Discovery and New Frontiers missions. There is also support to merge the analysis of older
mission data currently covered by DDAP into SBRA or IPGP. This results in our proposal to
form four new DAPs from DDAP and NFDAP:
Juno DAP
New Horizons DAP
OSIRIS-REx DAP
Dawn DAP
It is proposed that the duration of specific mission DAPs continue for three calls after the end of
mission. In some cases, data volume and diversity may call for an earlier end to the program, or a
much longer duration.
With regards to other existing DAPS, LDAP merges with LRAP, MDAP remains with strong
support from the survey, and CDAP remains perhaps for many more years given the significant
amount of work still to be done as evidenced by the number of proposals that continue to be
submitted (see figure below).
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Eventually, when it is decided to close out CDAP as an independent DAP, Cassini data analysis
would continue within OWRA.
Under this proposal, all geologic mapping would move from the DAPs (including MDAP and
PDART) to a Planetary Geologic Mapping Program (see Note within the IPGP description
above).
D. Recommendations for Timing of Due Dates
Distributing program due dates evenly around the year is efficient for NASA. Another important
factor for scientists is to spread out due dates for programs covering a specific object or class of
objects. So, MFRP and MDAP due dates should be separated by six months. IPRA and LRAP
should be separated by six months. If Dawn, OSIRIS-Rex, Juno and New Horizons are given
their own DAPs, then SBRA, Dawn DAP and OSIRIS-REx DAP should be separated by about
four months. Likewise, OWRA, CDAP, and Juno DAP+New Horizons DAP should be separated
by four months, whereas Juno DAP and New Horizons could be called close together because of
the minimal overlap of target types and science. These are examples of considerations that
should be given in determining proposal due dates for these and other programs.
E. Budgets
Budgets for different programs have not been analyzed in this proposal. To first order, budgets
would be based on seeing how proposals awarded to existing programs would map to new
programs. At a minimum, the overall budget of R&A programs in the aggregate should be
preserved. Of course, the Planetary Decadal survey called for a steady increase in the net budget
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of R&A programs over the entire decade of 2013-2023. Unfortunately, an analysis (Sykes 2019 –
http://planetarypolicy.org, which includes all data and assumptions used) shows from 2011
through 2016, R&A funding has been pretty flat (net $92M in arrears relative to the Decadal
recommendation). More budget information is necessary to extend the analysis through 2018.
In various presentations to the Decadal Midterm review committee, NASA had difficulty even
defining what constituted an R&A program. They presented three separate funding profiles over
the course of less than a year, none of which were consistent. They are displayed below along
with the results and decadal recommendation curve from Sykes 2019.

While baseline R&A programs should always be growing, additional funds should be added to
accommodate and encourage participation in new mission DAP programs. We should keep in
mind the broader recommendation with regards to these programs that was made in the first
planetary decadal survey (2002): “The SSE Survey recommends an increase over the decade
2003-2013 funding for fundamental research and analysis programs at a rate above inflation to a
level that is consistent with the augmented number of missions, amount of data, and diversity of
objects studied.” In recent years, the amount of data and diversity of objects has certainly
exploded.
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F. Continuing Programs
[with average number of awards per year made 2014-2018]
Programs by Targets:
Mars Data Analysis Program (MDAP)
- Missions without separate DAPs
- Geologic mapping with scientific analysis moved to MFRP
- Includes Phobos and Deimos
[Avg: 24, Range: 20-29, 4 yrs]
Cassini Data Analysis Program (CDAP)
- Saturn system
- Geologic mapping with scientific analysis moved to OWRA
[Avg: 17, Range: 12-21, 4 yrs]
Exoplanets (XRP)
- Detect exoplanets and/or confirm exoplanet candidates
- Observationally characterize exoplanets, their atmospheres, or specific host star properties that
directly impact our understanding of the exoplanetary system
− Explore the chemical and physical processes of exoplanets (including the state and evolution
of their surfaces, interiors, and atmospheres);
− Improve understanding of the origins of exoplanetary systems.
[Avg: 12, Range: 10-16, 4 yrs]
Specific Science/Techniques Focus:
Solar System Observations (SSO)
- Supports primarily ground-based and limited airborne- and space-based astronomical
observations of bodies in our Solar System (excluding Earth and Sun)
- Near-Earth Object Observations in its own program element now
[Avg: 21, Range: 13-30, 4 yrs]
Near-Earth Object Observations (NEOO)
- NEO investigations whose primary objective is to complete the inventory of the population of
NEOs with sizes greater than 100 meters.
- Follow-up observations of sufficient astrometric precision to allow the accurate prediction of
the trajectories of discovered objects.
- Characterize a representative sample of these objects by measuring their sizes, shapes, and
compositions.
[No data, scheduled for ROSES 2020]
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Exobiology (EXOBIO)
- Origin and early evolution of life, the potential of life to adapt to different environments, and
the implications for life elsewhere
- Identification of biosignatures for in situ and remote sensing applications.
[Avg: 28, Range: 24-30, 5 yrs]
Emerging Worlds (EW)
- Conduct scientific investigations related to understanding the formation of our Solar System
(from molecular cloud collapse) and the early evolution of our Solar System.
- Meteorite studies pertaining to Solar System formation
[Avg: 30, Range: 26-34, 5 yrs]
Habitable Worlds (HW)
- Use knowledge of the history of the Earth and the life upon it as a guide for determining the
processes and conditions that create and maintain habitable environments and to search for
ancient and contemporary habitable environments and explore the possibility of extant life
beyond the Earth.
[Avg: 11, Range: 6-15, 4 yrs]
Laboratory Analysis of Returned Samples (LARS)
- Development of laboratory instrumentation and/or advanced techniques required for the
analysis of returned samples
- Direct analysis of samples already returned to Earth.
- Propose: Include Apollo and other returned lunar samples
[Avg: 9, Range: 6-12, 4 yrs]
Note: The survey provides strong support to fund the analysis of Apollo samples within LARS.
Technology:
Development and Advancement of Lunar Instrumentation (DALI)
- Supports the advanced development of spacecraft-based instruments that show promise for use
in future lunar missions including expected commercial ventures.
- Must address specific scientific objectives of likely future lunar science missions
[Avg: 10, Range: 10, 1 yr]
Planetary Science and Technology Through Analog Research (PSTAR)
- Science investigations designed to further planetary research in terrestrial extreme
environments that may be analogous to those found on other planets, past or present
- Systems-level terrestrial field campaigns that are conducted with complete systems and in a
manner that approximates operations during an actual planetary mission, providing an
opportunity to understand the performance, capabilities, and efficiencies associated with the
tested systems, while enabling human participants to gain operational experience with those
systems in the field
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- Testing and application of technologies that support science investigations, particularly those
that enable remote searches for, and identification of, life and life-related chemistry in extreme
environments (including lunar and planetary surfaces)
[Avg: 7, Range: 6-8, 4 yrs]
Planetary Instrument Concepts for the Advancement of Solar System Observations
(PICASSO)
- Support the development of spacecraft-based instrument components and systems that show
promise for use in future planetary missions in support of the Science Mission Directorate’s
(SMD) Planetary Science Division (PSD) (TRL 1-3).
[Avg: 13, Range: 11-17, 3 yrs]
Maturation of Instruments for Solar System Exploration (MATISSE)
- develop and demonstrate planetary science instruments to the point where they may be
proposed in response to future announcements of flight opportunity without additional extensive
technology development (approximately technology readiness level [TRL] 6). The proposed
instrument must address specific scientific objectives of likely future planetary science missions.
[Avg: 6, Range: 5-8, 3 yrs]
Archiving:
Planetary Data Archiving, Restoration, and Tools (PDART)
- Create or consolidate reference databases, generate new reference information, digitize data,
and develop or validate software tools
Note: Geologic mapping removed
[Avg: 20, Range: 16-24, 5 yrs]
APPENDIX A. SURVEY RESULTS
The raw survey data is available at (https://oort.psi.edu/public/rereorg-survey-raw).
Q1. Do you submit proposals to NASA ROSES Planetary Science research programs?
239
9
--248
1
--249

Yes
No
No Response
Total

Q2. What ROSES programs do you primarily receive/seek funding from today?
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244 Responses
5 No Responses
249 Total
Q3. If you received NASA funding before 2014, what were the primary ROSES programs from
which you received funding?
223 Responses
26 No Responses
249 Total

Q4. Organizing programs on the basis of strategic goals and objectives resulted in the creation of
Solar System Workings. We propose to break up SSW on the basis of target objects and location
into a new set of Core Programs:Mars Fundamental Research Program (MFRP)Inner Planets
Research and Analysis (IPRA)- Mercury, Venus, MoonSmall Bodies Research and Analysis
(SBRA)- Asteroids (including Vesta and Ceres), Comets, Interplantary Dust, KBOs, Dwarf
Planets (excluding the Pluto-Charon System)Outer Planets Research and Analysis (OPRA)Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto-Charon Systems
49.38% 121 Looks good
40.82% 100 Mostly good, I have a few suggestions
9.80% 24 Keep SSW and everything else as is
100.00% 245
4 No Responses
249 Total
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Q5. Mars Fundamental Research and Mars Data Analysis are kept as separate programs. If they
were merged, it would be the largest program, expecting ~250 proposals submitted per year
(SSW averaged 340).
77.35% 181 Keep separate
22.65% 53 Merge
100.00% 234
15 No Responses
249 Total

Q6. Create limited duration DAPS for Dawn, New Horizons, Juno, OSIRIS-REx and future
Discovery and New Frontier missions. It is suggested that such programs would commence in
the ROSES year after data is available the PDS, and would continue for at least three calls after
end of mission.
77.82% 186 Yes
22.18% 53 No
100.00% 239
10 No Responses
249 Total

Q7. The proposal maintains existing data analysis programs including LDAP, MDAP, CDAP,
and any individual mission DAPs. DDAP and NFDAP would be merged into the Research and
Analysis programs covering the targets of respective missions (e.g., MESSENGER -> IPRA;
Rosetta -> SBRA).
65.07% 149 Yes
34.93% 80 Keep DDAP and NFDAP as is
100.00% 229
20 No Responses
249 Total
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Q8. The proposal moves all geological maps that include scientific analysis from DAPs into
MFRP, IPRA, SBRA, and OPRA.
45.37% 93 Yes
54.63% 112 All geological maps, with or without scientific analysis, should be funded through
a new Planetary Geologic Mapping Program
100.00% 205
44 No Responses
249 Total

Q9. Geologic maps without scientific analysis should no longer be funded by PDART, but
included in other map-funding programs.
55.19% 117 Yes
44.81% 95 No, keep geologic mapping without scientific analysis in PDART
100.00% 212
37 No Responses
249 Total

Q10. Should LARS include Apollo and other returned lunar samples?
89.13% 164 Yes
10.87% 20 No
100.00% 184
65 No Responses
249 Total
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Q11. Meteorite studies should be
42.09% 81 In a single program - an expanded Emerging Worlds
56.91% 107 In EW, MFR, IPRA [now IPGP], SBRA, OPRA [now OWRA] as appropriate
100.00% 188
61 No Responses
249 Total

Q12. Is any relevant planetary science research area not covered under the proposed scheme? If
yes, what is that and what program(s) should cover it?
109 Responses
Q13. Any Other Survey Comments
79 Responses
APPENDIX B. SURVEY STATISTICS
Flattening of the statistical distribution of responses with increasing responses indicates a stable
sampling of opinion.
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